
Che Bearvara
Real Name: Sigma-34B212, or just Sigma

Alignment: Aberrant

Animal Type: Black Bear

Attributes: I.Q. 23, M.E. 13, M.A. 20, P.S. 20, P.P. 13, P.E. 20, P.B. 11, Spd. 30.

Age: 22 Sex: Male

Weight: 87 lbs. Height: 3 ft. 11 in. Size Level: 7

Hit Points: 37 S.D.C.: 54 Chi: 20

Disposition: Dedicated, dominating, assertive, intense, angry, and fanatical. He is a revolutionary fighting 

against the oppressive machine known as humanity. He is the founder and leader of the Animal Freedom 

Resistance (A.F.R.). He distrusts and hates humanity as a whole (with the sole exception of Skye Tanner, the 

researcher that saved him from the Bazile-Fong Corporation).

Human Features: Hands – Full, Biped – Partial, Speech – Full, Looks – None.

Powers: Advanced Hearing

Psionics: None

Level of Experience: 5th level

Level of Education: Rudimentary, literate

Scholastic Skills: Hand to Hand: Basic, Language: English 85%, Mathematics: Basic 98%, Prowl 98%.

Secondary Skills: Athletics (general), Body Building, Climbing 92% / 60%, Escape Artist 60%, First Aid 80%, 

Land Navigation 66%, Language: Spanish 85%, Language: French 85%, Mathematics: Advanced 90%, 

Running, Swimming 92%, Wilderness Survival 70%.

Weapon Skills: W.P. Automatic Pistol, W.P. Revolver, W.P. Rifle/Shotgun (3rd level), W.P. Sub-Machine Gun 

(3rd level).

Natural Weapons: 1D6 Bite, 1D8 Claws.

Combat Skills: Hand to Hand: Basic

Attacks per Melee: 6

Bonuses: +1 on initiative, +3 to roll with punch, fall, or impact, +2 to strike, +3 to strike with a body block/tackle 

(1D4+7 damage), +3 to parry/dodge, +7 to HTH damage.

Saving Throws: +8% to save vs coma/death, +3 to save vs poison/magic. 

Other Bonuses: I.Q. bonus +10%, trust/intimidate 65%, charm/impress 5%.

Background: The secret medical research company, known as the Bazile-Fong Corporation, were conducting il-

legal and immoral experiments on multiple species of animals in an attempt to 'uplift' them for use as a future 

resource (re: slave labour). One such animal test subjects was a black bear pup labelled Sigma-34B212. These

multi-genetic and biochemical experiments mutated and changed his body and mind into the mutant animal that

he is today. 

When that particular experiment came to an end, the test subjects were deemed to be failures and were ordered 

to be eliminated. One young medical research assistant, by the name of Skye Tanner, took pity on the young 

bear cub and took him home with her instead. She was surprised when he began to show signs of mutation. He



grew into the form he has today. Sky raised him in her home as a pet; who she called Sigma. 

Skye was kind to Sigma and she help educate him as he grew.

Sigma was fond of Skye, but he yearned for his freedom. He

escaped into the night. By skulking around the fringes of soci-

ety he was able to further expand his rudimentary education. 

Soon after his escape from Skye Tanner's home, the Bazile-

Fong Corporation realized that there was an outstanding test

subjected hadn't been eliminated. The company set up a

secret strike force (known as the Correction Agency) to track

down the missing mutant animal and to 'correct' the original

oversight (i.e. kill the escapee). 

Once Sigma realized he was being hunted by the corporation

that created him, it put him over the edge in his views towards

humanity. He was initially just distrustful of humans but his de-

sire for revenge has radicalized Sigma. Sigma took the name

of Che Bearvara and created the Animal Freedom Resistance

(AFR) in an attempt to achieve his dream.

Since its creation, Che Bearvara has brought other disgruntled

ragtag of misfits together to form a revolutionary terrorist group

dedicated to overthrowing humanity's control on the globe

(while dodging the Bazile-Fong Correction Agency goons).

Equipment: A Browning GP 35 automatic pistol, a Harrington & Richardson Defender revolver, a 12 gauge RS 

200 Beratta shotgun, and 60 ft. of rope. 

Strike

Modern Weapon Aimed Burst Wild Damage Range Clip/Mag.

Automatic Pistol +4 +2 +1 2D6 135 ft. 13

Revolver +5 +2 +1 3D6 135 ft. 5

Rifle/Shotgun +4 +2 +1 5D6 100 ft. 5-5

Sub-Machine Gun +4 +2 +1 – – –


